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Presentation Purpose
• Provide background on WCS and capabilities
• Review NRC established policy and possible
changes relative to dilution and waste
minimization
• Outline
O tli possible
ibl iissues created
t d if policy
li iis
revised
• Identify impacts to Texas Compact Disposal
Facility from possible policy change
• Identify impacts to other licensees on possible
changes
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Recalibrating Basic Assumptions
• NRC staff is considering reversing existing policy
and allow dilution of Class B/C LLW for the sole
purpose of disposal as Class A LLW
– Basis is said to be unavailability of a disposal site (74 FR
62606)

• A
Assumption
ti iis wrong, or soon will
ill b
be!!
• WCS will soon open the first LLW disposal facility
since Congress enacted the 1980 LLWPA.
• Such changes to well-established policy at this time
could seriously undermine WCS’ chance to provide a
national solution
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Status of WCS’ LLW License
• WCS received a license
authorizing disposal of Class
A, B, and C LLW from TCEQ
in January 2009
– Construction of Compact
Waste Facility to begin in
Spring 2010 with operations to
commence in early 2011
– Andrews County to issue
$75M in bonds to build
Compact Waste Facility
– U.S. Department of Energy to
sign letter to take title of
Federal Waste Facility
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Recent Successes at WCS
High Dose Rate HIC from Studsvik

Disposal of 3,776 Fernald Canisters
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Progress of Texas Compact Commission

• Texas Compact Commission appointed and working to
establish rules, including those governing import and
export of radioactive waste
– Texas Compact Commission held stakeholder meeting to
address import and export of waste on December 10-11, 2009
– Stakeholder support from U.S. Department of Energy for disused
sealed sources posing national security threats
• NNSA and CRCPD SCATR Program

– Wide stakeholder support from Andrews County, Texas, and inand out-of-compact generators including University of Missouri,
and Council of Radionuclides and Radiopharmaceuticals
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Progress of Texas Compact Commission (Cont.)

• Rules for import and export expected to be
completed soon
• Importation rule would lower costs of
disposal to Compact and Out-of-Compact
generators alike
• Importation ensures the viability of the
Texas Compact Disposal Facility and
benefits Texas and Andrews County
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Robustness of WCS Facility
Site Characteristics Best in Nation
• First facility to be licensed and operational under 10 CFR
61 and LLWPA
• Texas required Performance Assessment for at least
1,000 years, or peak dose, whichever is longer
– WCS modeled peak dose out to infinity
– Assumed climate changes resulted in doubling rainfall to 30
inches per year

• Deep disposal and multiple barriers protect inadvertent
intruders
• Site ideally suited for disposal of unique waste streams
such as depleted uranium
• WCS designed facility around the current BTP and
license conditions were issued accordingly
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Possible Changes to NRC Policy
Change in Policy No Longer Needed

• Evaluating options is appropriate in Barnwell postclosure environment
– Strategic Assessment Report listed a number of options to
consider including changes to BTP
– Policy change not needed because 10 CFR 61.58 already
allows licensees to propose alternative approaches for
waste classification

• Issuance of WCS license changes entire picture
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Reliance on Existing Policy
• BTP provides an interpretation on acceptable
practices in determining the concentrations of 10
CFR 61.55 tabulated radionuclides
– Consistent with established waste management principles,
including NRC’s own waste minimization policy

• WCS business model based on reliance on this
longstanding policy drawing meaningful distinctions
between waste categories and without consideration
of altering waste classes resulting from policy
reversal
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Policy Impacts
Who Really Benefits?

• Reversal of policy would artificially eliminate volume of
most Class B/C LLW, but only addresses disposal of a
few waste streams
– Ion exchange resins which account for approximately 50% of the
total volume of Class B/C LLW generated annually

• A policy reversal at this time would have severe
consequences to Compact and Out-of-Compact
generators and potentially undermine the success of the
Texas Compact Disposal Facility
• Policy reversal would likely benefit EnergySolutions
since its site can accept Class A LLW from across the
nation
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WCS Viability Impacted by Policy Change
Waste Disposal Costs Inversely Proportional to Disposal Volumes

• If volumes of Class B/C LLW reduced by 50%
annually then the very existence of the Texas
Compact Disposal Facility could be undermined
– Assumed ~18K ft3 of Class B/C LLW disposed annually to
l
lower
C
Compact-generated
t
t d Class
Cl
A LLW di
disposall costs
t
– Difficulty competing for Class A disposal given substantial
costs incurred for designing/engineering facility for Class
B/C LLW
– If volumes of Class B/C LLW reduced by 50% then costs of
disposing Compact-generated Class A LLW greatly
increase
– Compact generators would request export of Class A LLW
if disposal in Texas becomes cost prohibitive
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Unintended Consequences
Policy Changes Only Provide Disposal Pathway for Few Waste Streams

• Impact to medical, university and research
communities would be detrimental
– Class B/C LLW that cannot be “blended” may effectively
be stranded in perpetuity
– Commission currently studying information from medical,
university and research communities gathered at
stakeholder meeting on Oct. 7, 2009

• The expected flexible importation rule in Texas
would provide a disposal pathway for all Class B/C
LLW, negating the need to make controversial
changes concerning blending.
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Others Disproportionately Disadvantaged
•

•

Medical, university, and research
communities will face increased
costs for disposal of Class B/C
waste that cannot be blended if the
overall volume of Class B/C waste is
reduced by allowing down-blending.
– National initiative for an
independent supply of Mo-99
and eliminated
radiopharmaceuticals used for
medical research (NRC Meeting
on October 7, 2009)
– Every dollar spent on waste
disposal and storage is money
not available for patient health
care or medical research
Policy change would impact utilities
needing to dispose of filters and
irradiated hardware since these
waste streams unsuitable for dilution
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Others Disproportionately Disadvantaged (Cont.)
• Few options for disposal
of sealed sources
– National security threat for
IAEA Category 1, 2 and 3
Disused Sources

• Cost of waste disposal
would be extremely high
• Blending is counter to the
long-established policy
objective
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Technical and Policy Issues
• Cornerstones of waste management have been
volume reduction and isolation
– NRC previously encouraged waste minimization and
volume reduction practices
– Existing regulations embrace concept of waste
minimization for ALARA purposes
– Change in policy counter to this objective and will
result in higher doses and increased transportation
risks
– Transportation over long distances requiring multiple
handling would increase the dose to both workers and
the public
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1981 Volume Reduction Policy
• NRC longstanding policy encourages reducing volume of
waste generated by licensed community (46 FR 51100)
• The stated purpose of the policy was to:
– Extend operational lifetime of the existing commercial LLW
disposal sites
– Alleviate concerns for adequate
q
storage
g capacity
p
y if there are
delays to establishing additional regional sites
– Reduce the number of waste shipments

• Changes to BTP are counter to policy objectives
encouraging volume reduction
– Decreasing lifetime of existing disposal sites, stranding some
waste in perpetuity by undermining viability of newly licensed site
in Texas, increasing the number of waste shipments across the
country
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Technical and Policy Issues (Cont.)
• “Blending” is contrary to fundamental environmental
principle that “dilution is not the solution to pollution.”
– Best practice currently used by industry is waste minimization,
volume reduction to environmentally stable form, and containment

• BTP currently allows changes in waste classification through
processing
p
g if p
performed to reduce radiation dose or for
operational efficiencies
– Contains bounds to dilution
– Radiation dose reduction and operational efficiency are not
advanced by “blending” proposal under consideration

• Implementation of policy reversal would result in operational
inefficiencies and increased doses to workers and the public
– Clearly undertaken for the sole purpose of changing waste
classification
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Rulemaking
• Such profound changes to established policy are
inconsistent with long-standing tenets of
effective waste management and should be
accomplished by a rulemaking
• Rulemaking requires notice and comment so
that all stakeholders have the right to participate
in decision process with right for judicial review,
if warranted
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Unanimity Against by Cited States and Compacts
• Changes to policy allowing dilution, blending or mixing of
radioactive waste for purpose of changing waste
classification is prohibited in Texas, South Carolina and
other States - impacts Agreement State compatibility
requirements
• Texas
T
Regulations
R
l ti
specifically
ifi ll prohibit
hibit dilution
dil ti off waste
t
where ever it occurs for purpose of changing waste
classification
– 30 TAC §336.229, Prohibition Against Dilution
– Dilution, blending, mixing are synonymous in Texas
– Waste must retain original classification for purposes of disposal
in Texas
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Unanimity Against by Cited States and Compacts
• Compacts believe that diluting or blending of
waste to change waste classification would
discourage developing new LLW disposal sites
– See prepared statement from Leonard C. Slosky to
NRC Commissioners dated April 17, 2009

• Utah law prohibits disposal of Class B/C LLW
– Changes to policy would circumvent the intent of
Utah’s Governor and legislature by allowing the same
number of Class B/C LLW atoms to enter Utah but
diluted into larger volumes
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Unanimity Against by Cited States and Compacts
• Utah considering rulemaking prohibiting
disposal of diluted or blended Class B/C
LLW to fulfill the intent of the legislature
– Diluted Class B/C LLW will be high dose-rate
containerized Class A LLW

• Increased waste volumes generated by
importation of foreign waste and diluted
Class B/C LLW could consume available
capacity at disposal facility in Clive, Utah
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Rulemaking Needed
• Rulemaking needed that would trigger a thorough
analysis under NEPA
• Policy change is a major federal action, never before
analyzed, affecting Agreement States and other
stakeholders only allowed after completion of an
stakeholders,
environmental analysis required by the NEPA
– NRC noted that blending of LLW has never been performed
before on such a large scale involving up to 50% of Class B/C
LLW generated annually
– NEPA analysis needed to evaluate all risks to public health and
the environment
– NEPA analysis would also trigger interagency consultation to
address potential adverse or conflicting impacts
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Conclusions
• Policy change at this late stage could undermine
the viability of the Texas Compact Disposal Facility
• WCS has the first site licensed and soon-to-be
operational under Part 61 and the LLWPA
– Policymakers and licensed community have worked
d
decades
d tto open a new di
disposall ffacility
ilit
– Tremendous local, regional and state support exists that
is unsurpassed
– Site characteristics ideal for all types of LLW including
large quantities of Depleted Uranium
– Site specifically designed and engineered for Class A, B
and C LLW
– Designed to satisfy all federal and state regulations and
current BTP
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Conclusions (Cont.)
• The Texas Compact Disposal Facility will likely
be the only facility licensed under 10 CFR 61
and the LLWPA
– Efforts at 10 previous sites all failed (loss of $600M)

• If the Texas Compact
p
Disposal
p
Facility
y is
successful then there is no need to change the
existing policy
• A national crisis does not exist that would
require such radical changes to existing policy
• The blending reversal may strand Class B/C
waste that cannot be “blended”
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Conclusions (Cont.)
• NRC should only establish a policy that provides for
predictable, cost-effective and accessible access for
disposal of LLW
• Any actions that NRC considers should do more good
than harm
– “Blending” proposal will assuredly do harm and may serve no
purpose as Texas Compact site comes on line

• Should NRC decide that a policy change is needed then
such changes should be accomplished by a fair,
transparent rulemaking requiring a thorough analysis as
mandated by NEPA
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